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1. Introduction
The Workforce Race Equality Standard (WRES) was mandated for all NHS organisations in
April 2015 and forms part of the NHS contract for all publicly-funded health organisations.
This standard requires us to publish how we are performing against each of its indicators
every year and describe what we will do to improve. Its focus is to deliver real improvements
and outcomes for visible and non-visible black Asian and minority ethnic (BAME)
employees.
Our plans to achieve these objectives are set out in our equality strategy, called ‘One
service for all.’ This sets out our commitment and approach to advancing equality and social
inclusion for our patients and employees. You can see how we are performing on our
website at: www.neas.nhs.uk/about-us/equality-and-diversity.aspx.
This year, we invited partners from the community, public, private and third sectors to focus
on our performance on race equality, the Workforce Race Equality Standard and the key
challenges faced in our region.
This report provides feedback on the event that was held on 24th July 2018.
The task now is to develop the next steps and we look forward to working with partners
from across the region to improve our approach to race equality; support BAME
employees and patients; and contribute to improve race equality across the North East.

Yvonne Ormston
Chief Executive Officer
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2. Format of the event
The race equality event had two key features:
1. A workshop session with our Board and Yvonne Coghill, Director of the
Workforce Race Equality Scheme at NHS England, to explore how we
performed on race equality in comparison to others, and some of the areas
we could improve.
2. Stakeholder engagement to inform key people and organisations about our
performance and work with them to explore how they are managing some of
the key challenges facing organisations in our region.
NEAS Chief Executive Officer Yvonne Ormston opened the event. Yvonne talked
about her role as NHS lead for race equality in the region, her national role as equality
lead and chair of the National Ambulance Diversity Forum for the Association of
Ambulance Chief Executives, and some of the work that she was currently
progressing.
The keynote speaker was Yvonne Coghill from NHS England. She provided a
comprehensive overview of the challenges faced by the NHS, how some
organisations are currently advancing equality for BAME people. NEAS WRES
performance and a regional perspective on race equality were also provided.
Mark Johns, Engagement, Diversity and Inclusion Manager at NEAS provided
information on organisational performance on race equality and outlined the progress
made over the last 24 months. He also identified some of the key challenges.
Following the presentations, 90 participants from across the region, including NEAS
Board members and employees particpated in six workshops. The workshops
explored the barriers BAME people face and how these barriers could be overcome.
The workshops themes included:


Access to services



BAME satisfaction with services/work



Inclusive organisations



Recruitment



Upporting BAME employees in the workplace



Hate incidents and crimes.

This report will provide feedback from the workshops, evaluation of the day, and the
next steps.
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3. Workshop Summaries
The information below provides a flavour of the main themes relating to barriers/challenges and
feedback from participants on what they felt NEAS could do to improve on each theme. A full
copy of the workshop feedback is provided further in the report.

Access to services
Barriers/challenges
 Interpreter services - availability not always known or query about paying for them
 BAME group’s awareness of the work NEAS do? Need good communications plan
 Misconceptions about having to pay for the services and appropriate use/where to go
 NEAS not hearing the voices of minority groups
 Lack of understanding of cultural differences
 Unconscious bias - institutional racism, how to address?
 Community needs – what they want, more research, and why people are not accessing
services
 Lack of IT access to signpost to services.
What NEAS could do
 Cultural guide produced by NEAS – is it widely available?
 Training to staff and senior managers on cultural sensitivities/awareness
 Promote availability of language line and home access interpreters
 NEAS messages must be inclusive to everyone – ensure pathways are clear
 When recruiting desirable criteria could include: speaks a second/third language to
assist our diverse communities. NEAS have access to population diversity.
 Engagement with schools and the community directly rather than through mass
communications and engagement
 Toolkit for staff to support education and awareness to community
 Raise awareness of 111 to make it better understood
 Chaplaincy service.

BAME satisfaction with services/work
Barriers/challenges
 BAME colleagues might also have a disability and other protected characteristics – it is
important to remove the label and look at intersectionality
 Quality of data
 More messages about emergency service/111 at point of access
 Better consent to share re ethnicity data
 Improve staff understanding people’s culture
 Language/image can still be a barrier
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Link of satisfaction with services – back to recruitment problems/barriers for
communities
Satisfaction surveys – how do we collect ethnicity, do we get enough responses

What could NEAS do?
 Celebrate diversity and culture – learn about other cultures
 Identify advocates and champions
 Support/championing from the top – fosters relationship and encourages people to raise
issue
 Sharing personal stories
 Surveys - engagement survey/pulse survey – target specific
groups/issues/community/stakeholder surveys
 Focus groups
 Involve customers in a range of meetings – NEAS stakeholder group
 Staff survey on what languages they speak
 Improve data on who is accessing services/satisfaction surveys.
What could NEAS do?
 Smaller local events
 Work with universities who recruit
 Use community newsletters
 Graduate training – could do more here
 BAME need to know NEAS will treat them equally
 Targeting schools to start interest in NEAS as an employer early
 Work with current BAME staff to promote within their networks
 Female rather than male staff members to attend the BAME community events
 Positive action: more inclusion
 Engagement, engagement, engagement, Use current BAME staff
 Mini cadets
 Apprenticeships
 Senior management helping to take the barriers down.

Recruitment
Barriers/ challenges:
 Perception of roles – changing mind sets
 Hard to recruit to roles – some careers more attractive than others to different
communities
 Recruitment panels- unconscious bias training
 NEAS may not be seen as valued profession - how do we make it attractive, “press”
stories, working from within affecting the change
 Limitation of NHS jobs in terms of personalisation, selling NEAS and the north east
 Understanding role – what are the barriers
 Qualifications – degree or equivalent
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Understanding the breadth of jobs available
Perception of ambulance services as a career choice
Can NEAS offer competency based assessments.

What can NEAS do?
 Promoting organisation - breadth of roles to counter cultural perceptions
 Take a longer-term view – positive action around protected characteristics
 Additional support on application process etc. for people
 Recruitment events – engage the BAME community
 Work on understanding barriers – deal with the cause of the recruitment problems
 Bring a friend” or “buddy” at work
 Mentoring service for unsuccessful candidates
 Box on application – ‘do you need support to complete this application process?’
 Cadet scheme – children of school age, target families of existing members of staff and
target some of the schools that weren’t traditionally looking at NEAS as an employer
 Job fair at the universities to encourage connectivity and people to stay in the area
 Training in recruitment to ensure minimum unconscious bias
 Recognise that not looking for a single career more likely to look at shorter term
 Celebrate diversity internally and externally
 Speak to the community seeking ideas
 Fuller package of education to support BAME employees
 Working/partnering with organisations who already have community relationship, pool
budgets and resources
 Taster sessions
 Advertise jobs and volunteering on BAME websites and at Mela events etc.
 Awareness sessions for BAME community staff
 Cadets.

Supporting BAME employees in the workplace
Barriers / Challenges:
 Understanding career development wants and needs
 Giving – staff facility time – a little like union duties
 How can we look at “biological weathering” to help people understand how it feels
 Everyone has to ‘feel’ they have been listened to and acknowledged
 Ensure people feel protected to speak
 Improve the ability of middle management to get people released.
What could NEAS do?
Specific support mechanisms available – talent spotting, training managers,
 Tangible outcomes for employer networks and inclusivity – involve everyone regardless
of background, avoid developing silos.
 Use of social media/newsletters
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Exec sponsor – to drive forward
Role model – identify talented people from BAME backgrounds and role model them
Sponsorship of community events – to show this matters to us





Engagement survey every year
Literature and guides around other cultures – reinforces message
Create opportunity for networking – experiencing each other’s culture – Food e.g. bring
your own lunch
Board members to meet with BAME colleagues two or three times a year
Ask if BAME Allies are interested in joining the Together@NEAS group
Recruit BAME champions from within various communities
Ramadan - one day experiment, ask staff to join in.






Hate Incidents/Crimes
Barriers/challenges:
 Organisations must take hate crime seriously
 Probably under reported. Need to have a category of hate crime on systems broken
down into each protected characteristic
 Lack of awareness of what hate crime is and what to do
 People with mental health issues – conflict resolution
 A feeling that they won’t be listened to
 Cumulative effect – may be several small incidents and not individually reported
 Zero tolerance: this is not explicit enough from NEAS
 Mate crime.
What could NEAS do?
 Hate incident campaigns
 Working with Police and Council – how to report/support/joint working
 Roadshows
 Flag patients who are regularly abusive.
 Staff talking head
 Zero tolerance – need to shine a light on incidents
 Body worn camera
 Wellbeing teams specifically for BAME
 Improve reporting systems
 Hate Crime Champions.
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4. What should North East Ambulance Service always do?
We asked participants “what should we always do?”’. Responses below:


Be respectful. Explain expectations from staff and callers.



Do our best. Strive for excellence.



Listen and act.



Be courteous, be kind and continue to offer excellent care.



Treat everyone as an individual.



Listen and understand.



Make them feel listened to and acknowledge their fears and worries.



Go the extra mile for staff and patients. Offer support to staff and patients. Show
compassion and empathy.



Be respectful.



They are at the heart of the service provision. Don’t ever assume.



Ensuring that the unpaid carer is part of the picture at all times. There is diversity among
carers and this can hamper identification and make it impossible for BAME carers especially
to be recognised/identified. Carers are not a homogenous group.



Respect the individual



Ask patients what they want, how they wished to be addressed etc.



Be kind. Don't make assumptions.



Be interested and care.



Try to be culturally sensitive.



Listen actively



Take different cultures into account and never make assumptions - ask sensitive questions



Accept they are under stress and in a bad situation. Threat them as people, not categories.
Be positive that what they do is beneficial.



It you are unsure of someone's needs, always ask! Don't assume.



Ask if any improvements could be made at any point of the service they received.



Provide "compassionate" care/service



Treat patients as you would expect to be treated



Look at equality from call to treatment/transport in the same way as we look at quality



Ensure the values are adhered to and keeping the patient at the centre of everything we
(NEAS) do



Be open and respect other cultures



Talk to them about language, problem of gender (some women wouldn't want men treating
them and vice versa). Religious and cultural requirements. Do not make assumptions.



Respect and compassion - embracing and living our values
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The ambulance service should always make their patients feel as if they have been listened
to, had their fears and worries acknowledged



Always strive to go the extra mile for staff. Provide support where necessary, act on
feedback and celebrate achievements



Be mindful that resourcing and response are not appreciated by service users.



Be respectful to all regardless of any characteristics, role or background



To treat everyone equally, treat others as you would like to be treat



Care and compassion. Respect. Honesty – keeping informed. Chat about what you are good
at and how you will address weaknesses. P.s well done



Be kind. Don’t make assumptions



Always show we care about everyone.



Always remember people are individual patients, colleagues and employees. There is no
one size fits all solution



Awareness raising in general public, starting from schools, about what NEAS do – mainly
paramedics – cost of any service so people know how much NHS money is lost if
inappropriate calls are made.



Always put the patient in the centre of what we do! Support staff day in, day out to deliver
excellence.



Always being an organisation/service which the whole community recognises as being a
service for and about them and is somewhere they could all see themselves.



Pass on leaflets (especially around 111 service) for voluntary organisations to disseminate
to community groups



Should always be respectful, aware of different cultural needs and wants but put themselves
first when it comes to safety



Continue with the good work. Would be excellent to inform the ambulance callers an
estimate time for the ambulance to arrive



Always engage and work with local charities and community groups to raise awareness of
how the NHS is trying to be inclusive and gain understanding/ideas of how else this could be
done



Keep up your good work



Always take the time to listen… you will learn new information which can be used to develop
amazing improvements in people’s lives



Do the best for the patient. Strive for excellence



Make equity a real focus from call to final contact
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5. Next Steps


Share the report with a number of internal groups and explore how they would like the
Trust to take the work forward, the groups include:
o Together@NEAS BAME Staff Network
o Equality and Diversity Group
o Organisational Development Group
o Workforce Committee



Share the report with our Stakeholder Equality Group and explore how they would like
us to take this work forward



Invite attendees to come together to explore the outcomes from the workshops, next
steps and opportunities for joint working



Feed the information collated about what people would always like NEAS to do into the
‘Always Events’ group at NEAS



Disseminate the report to attendees, the BAME community and include a copy on our
website



Invite those new community organisations that engaged with us to the Stakeholder
Equality Group



Continue to develop our outreach work to the BAME community by building and
developing new relationship with the groups in the region that support BAME people



Work with our recruitment team to explore changes that can be made to systems and
processes to improve access for BAME people



Develop a calendar of activities to help us to celebrate culture, ethnicity and faith in the
Trust and externally on social media



Recruit hate crime champions and review systems to better support staff who have
been subject to incidents and improve our partnership working on hate.
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6. Event Evaluation
A summary of the event evaluation is below:
(1 = poor and 5 = excellent)
Booking

- 96.3% rated 4 or 5 out of 5

Venue

- 94.7% rated 4 or 5 out of 5

Yvonne Coghill

- 94.8% rated 4 or 5 out of 5

Workshops

- 94.6% rated 4 or 5 out of 5

Workshop Feedback

- 89.1% rated 4 or 5 out of 5

Opportunities to participate

- 96.4% rated 4 or 5 out of 5

Opportunities to network

- 94.6% rated 4 or 5 out of 5

Score
2

1
No

4

5

No

%

No

%

No

%

No

%

Total

1

1.8

1

1.8

13

23.6

40

72.7

55

The venue

3

5.4

15

26.8

38

67.9

56

Key note speaker Yvonne Coghill

3

5.3

7

12.3

47

82.5

57

Workshop
sessions

3

5.5

20

36.4

32

58.2

55

Workshop
feedback and best
practice

6

10.9

23

41.8

26

47.3

55

Opportunities to
participate

2

3.6

20

35.7

34

60.7

56
56

Booking the event

%

3

Opportunities to
network

1

1.8

2

3.6

25

44.6

28

50.0

TOTAL

2

0.5

20

5.1

123

31.5

245

62.8

General Comments
 Very well arranged! Thank you very much.


Let's put these fantastic ideas into practice.



Need to speak to young BAME people e.g. in youth projects/organisations/teams
(informally as well as formally). Issues for young people with parents/elder views.



Excellent opportunity for networking with colleagues I wouldn't normally meet, thank you.
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Excellent session, raised awareness and opportunities to change.



Excellent conference, thank you.



Very useful event - especially networking - would be good to make an annual event.



Very useful and insightful. Interesting hearing different points of view.



Thank you for inviting! Really worthwhile event and pleased to see the great work NEAS is
doing around race equality.



Brilliant session - both Yvonne's were articulate and inspiring. Exciting to be part of such a
positive movement for change. Looking forward to seeing where this goes.



Really good event with a diverse delegate group which engages people not employed by
NEAS or NHS organisation. Well done.



Key note speaker was AMAZING! I could listen to the sense Yvonne Coghill speaks for
hours



Fantastic event. Powerful keynote speaker. Only issue was that we weren't aware of the
options around workshops - blue/yellow - would have been better placed on yellow table.



Thanks team, great event as always!



Thanks, great event, so happy it wasn't London-centric



The venue was accessible through a spiral staircase. There was no mention of accessible
access through alternative route. The sessions seemed rushed. A full day would have
been more productive.



Slightly longer to best practice and network



Would be great to have joint engagement events in the region e.g. joint recruitment fairs
etc.



Great event, many thanks.



Can this be repeated annually/bi-annually



Keep on pushing the boundaries



Yvonne excellent at setting content and providing leadership on the race equality agenda.
Three topics a lot to cover in workshops and not always easy to manage conversations.



Useful event to hear from other types of organisations about issues faced in
support/engagement with BAME people



Thank you for inviting me. What a great multi sector event with a lot of learning all round.



Acoustics in room not great but improved when the microphone worked!



Make BAME equality a quality priority for the trust



Key speaker Yvonne Coghill was motivational and inspiring



Make this an annual event!



Table feedback - try alternative methods



Good event, interesting and informative



Being informed about lunch and agenda prior to event.
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7. Attendees
We had over 80 people attend the event.
First name

Surname

Organisation

Laila

Abdullah

Tyne and Wear Fire Service

Yousef

Abdullah

South Tyneside Regional Equality Forum

Helena

Ali

CVS Newcastle

Angela

Allan

Nexus

Ruth

Anderson

South Tees NHS Trust

Ann

Armstrong

Newcastle University

Oana

Atkinson

North East Ambulance Service

Joanne

Baxter

North East Ambulance Service

Mathew

Beattie

North East Ambulance Service

Jennifer

Boyle

North East Ambulance Service

Melanie

Bramley

HealthWatch Newcastle

Hannah

Brooks

NHS North East Commissioning Support

Pak

Chum

North East Ambulance Service

Rachel

Cockburn

Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospital Trust

Sowfong

Cole

Newcastle Chinese Society

Yvonne

Coghill

NHS England

Susan

Coldron

North East Ambulance Service

Barry

Coleman

Virgin Money

Mark

Cotton

North East Ambulance Service

Jamie

Conway

North East Ambulance Service

Nicola

Couley

North East Ambulance Service

Rebecca

Coyne

Newcastle University

Lisa

Crichton-Jones

Northumbria Tyne and Wear NHS Trust

Kelechi

Dibie

Newcastle University

Nathan

Duff

Catalyst Stockton

Lesley

Ellison

North East Ambulance Service

Oliver

Evans

North East Ambulance Service

Helen

Fletcher

Equality North East

Karen

Forsyth

North East Ambulance Service

Paul

Freeman

South Tyneside Regional Equality Forum

Ellen

Glynn

Northumbria Police

Lucy

Hall

Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospital Trust
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irst name

Surname

Organisation

Vicki

Harris

CVS Newcastle

Malasree

Home

Newcastle University

Sana

Ilyas

Northumbria Police

Claire

Kimberley

Northumbria Police

Mark

Johns

North East Ambulance Service

Gaby

Kitoko

African Society

Catherine

Lee

Patient Advice and Liaison Service

Paul

Liversidge

North East Ambulance Service

Jacqui

Mains

North East Ambulance Service

Afshin

Malekian

Northumbria Police

Douglas

McDougall

North East Ambulance Service

Carol Anne

Mclachlan

North East Ambulance Service

Daisy

Mbwanda

Northumbria Tyne and Wear NHS Trust

Tor

Metcalfe

Northumbria Police

Dalia

Minkute

Gateshead and South Tyneside NHS Trust

Suzanne

Nicholson

Newcastle Council

Yvonne

Ormston

North East Ambulance Service

Carolyn

Peacock

North East Ambulance Service

Patrick

Price

Northumbria Health Care Trust

Wendy

Profit

North East Ambulance Service

Shumel

Rahman

North East Ambulance Service

Maheshwari

Rajendran

North East Ambulance Service

Mark

Redhead

North East Ambulance Service

Karla

Santon

North East Ambulance Service

Bill

Scott

Mental Health Matters

Jill

Scott-Haynes

North East Ambulance Service

Abdul

Sharif

North East Ambulance Service

Edel

Smyth

North East Ambulance Service

Shobha

Srivastava

North East Ambulance Service

Gillian

Summers

North East Ambulance Service

Sandy

Swinhoe

Karbon Homes

Caroline

Thurlbeck

North East Ambulance Service

Sue

Tucker

North East Ambulance Service

Victoria

Usher

Northumbria Health Care Trust

Helen

Watson

Gateshead Housing Company

Pat

Winter

County Durham and Darlington NHS Trust

Helena

Wood

Virgin Money
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8. Full Workshop Feedback
Access to services
Barriers/Challenges
 Interpreter services - people do not always know interpreters are available or have concerns
they may have to pay for the service
 Do BME groups know of all the work we are doing? Need a good communications plan
 Recent Syrian immigration – difficult to find interpreters, especially female. Can anyone
help?
 Knowledge generally of service availability is poor
 Initial registration – good opportunity to increase awareness
 Language especially women in Bangladeshi community. Different dialects – challenging
even for interpreters. Depends on access to interpreters – either family or external
 Cultural sensitivities and religious beliefs re: treatment and appropriateness
 Confidentiality re: interpreters and how does this link to GDPR? Is GDPR barrier for
organisations?
 Misconceptions about the cost of services – appropriate use/where to go for what
 Large organisations don’t always know what’s going on e.g. Gurkha wives
 Lack of IT access to signpost to services
 NEAS not hearing the voices of minority groups –Is there a commitment to do? Do they
know how to?
 Demographic info difficult to pull out
 Patient feedback form – FFT – staff do not leave due to culture. Will only leave if they feel it
will give positive feedback – see and treat
 Language line issues
 111/Scheduled Care - eligibility criteria is not clear to people
 Tees: need to understand different groups and communities in each area.
 Cultural/heritage difference - traveller groups self-reliant
 Asian population: lack of understanding of cultural differences – how to present to family
members/overcoming barriers and communication needs
 Reception staff @ GP are gatekeepers: raising barriers which prevent access (language
makes this harder)
 Unconscious bias - institutional racism, how to address?
 Language line/tools are available, but not first choice to use. Need reminding /visual
reminders of 111 benefits, unconscious learning
 Need to understand specific groups/commitments to each area including cultural difference
 Pay/charges – people may believe they have to pay for services
 People’s expectations – (manage realistically resources).
What could NEAS do?
 Communications Support Guide
 Cultural guide produced by NEAS – is it widely available?
 Training to staff re cultural sensitivities
 Tools to translate languages on the website
 Promote availability of language line and home access interpreters
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Raising awareness amongst the public about service availability – churches, schools,
community centres
NEAS messages must be inclusive to everyone – ensure pathways are clear
Cultural booklet staff? Not visible (BRC already have). Work ongoing and published
Engage more with BME. Patient facing
Complaints perspective – education to BME, make our services better – cultural difference
Source – second language speakers on shift? Is it feasible, it is more cost effective?
When recruiting desirable criteria could include: speaks a second/third language to assist
our diverse communities. NEAS have access to population diversity
Mela – patient facing services for patient experience team to attend, booklets published.
BAME staff association/ network group
BAME stakeholder membership
Specific email/communication
Identify champions
Engagement with schools
Toolkit for staff to support education and awareness to community
Ambassadors
Use BME staff to promote organisation but make sure current staff are satisfied with the
organisation strategy on BME promotion
Staff brief to include information on Ramadan and other events
Direct community engagement rather than mass communication channels like posters –
speak to community leaders
Make 111 better understood – educated staff/service users – on benefits of 111
More specific about our message. Direct communications to community leaders.
Not making false promises
Engaging with all groups including schools, Faith leaders of the communities
Working with the resources and tools you have
Food – food is a great way to bring people together
Important to link with groups/workers i.e. Health watch (Newcastle) work with the BME
community, partnership working would be helpful to share best practice and avoid overlap
Partnership working e.g. NE HRD E&P Network – this network is trying to tie up more
instead of working separately. Network includes Voluntary and community groups
Equality impact assessment tool NECS/CCG – Part of Project Initiation Doc (NEAS use
these)
Forward look on service reviews – each has an E&D Group - Needs to be meaningful.
Training for senior managers
Need to be more specific about our message
Overarching E&D HR – guide to policies
Chaplaincy – Inter-faith
Staff health and wellbeing.

BAME satisfaction with services/work
Barriers/challenges
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BME colleagues might also have a disability or be from LGBT groups and wider
consideration of this. Intersectionality
Food choices- e.g. pork sandwiches mixed with chicken on events buffets
Quality of data
Big words/language line
More messages about emergency service/111 at point of access
Continual communication – avoid disenfranchising people/group
Better consent to share re ethnicity
Impact of GDPR
111 videos done but not 999 services
Improve staff understanding people’s culture
Staff groups/networks abused “tick box”
Language/image can still be a barrier
Link of satisfaction with services – back to recruitment problems/barriers for communities
Dealing with feedback
Satisfaction surveys – how do we collect ethnicity
Language resources

What could NEAS do?
 Celebrate diversity and culture – learn about other cultures
 Accepting of those cultures - Hinduism, Sikhism
 Be ALL inclusive
 Identify advocates
 Visits to mosques etc.
 Support/championing from the top – fosters relationship and encourages people to raise
issue
 Sharing personal stories
 Surveys - engagement survey/pulse survey – target specific
groups/issues/community/stakeholder surveys
 Supervision/Appraisals
 Team meetings
 Focus groups
 Closing the feedback loop
 Housing
 Collect preferred language
 Staff good at using information
 Collect ethnicity of patients in service to improve quality of data
 National campaign
 Involve customers in a range of meetings – NEAS stakeholder group
 Service improvement group - share experience
 Oliver’s story – advocate that we have supported staff
 NTW – cultural ambassadors both managers and BAME colleagues
 Looking at supporting communication needs
 RCN initiative
 Cultural ambassador onto disciplinary panels etc.
 Education - everyone about difference
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Bi-lingual/staff provision – training staff in other language
Staff survey on what languages they speak
Understanding ethnic and gender identity to target responses and support
Getting data to focus resources
Works top down, the value of the individual
Improve data on who is accessing services/satisfaction surveys:
o Using data to target areas of service improvement
o Alliance partnerships/sharing knowledge/expertise - how this helps service provision
to different demographics

Inclusive Organisations
Barriers/challenges:
 Getting to community leaders – credibility go to them
 Often get same people – challenge to get different audience
 Sometimes difficult to get in
 Unions
 Mela becoming more commercialised
 NHS Jobs – a real barrier/off putting, need own jobs page
 Language remains a barrier
 Cultural expectations re: professions – set sights high (Bangladeshi community want
children to be doctors – ambulance service roles may not be seen to be an achievement)
 Reduction in funding
 Bank holidays based on Christian calendar – introduce holidays based on religious beliefs
 Education heavy – 5 GCSE’s – what about experience
 Education on essential criteria job role
 Recruitment drives – different academic background
 Looking for best person and fill role; not true discrimination but need to make more effort
beforehand
 Recruitment issues with education and links to institutions to address
 Felt like people in NEAS have “other” things to do first i.e. more talk and less action
 Lack of support. It’s not just about recruiting people, but also keeping them
What could NEAS do?
 Smaller local events
 Project choice – supported internships
 Admin mainly
 Amicus – does work with social inclusion. Leap frog
 HCA’s, Bank. 70 + people
 Work with universities who recruit
 Use community newsletters
 Volunteers - ? Use as steps into employment
 Universities – promoting jobs might convince students to stay
 Graduate training – could do more here
 Variation in roles – generic description
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BAME need to know NEAS will treat them equally
Education is key
Targeting schools to start interest in NEAS as an employer early
Educate re: the changing paramedic profession – rewarding carers
Changing perception of NEAS – rewarding carers
Promote clear career paths for professionals
Work with current BAME staff to promote within their networks
Female rather than male staff members to attend the BAME community events
Using famous faces to help promote recruitment to ambulance services
Attend mosques etc.
Increase staffing levels from BME – inclusive employer (positive discrimination).
Can NEAS offer competency based assessments
Positive action: more inclusion
Have all information/communication going out of the organisation representative of BAME
staff
Leadership (all)
Engagement, engagement, engagement
Training and development
Staff network
Promote similar to LGBT
Social media
Use current BAME staff
We need to reflect black/Chinese/Asian and must say so – not just a generic and allinclusive
BME network members attend interview panels to review selection process e.g. attending
WY FRS training – capacity given as excuse as reason for lack of attendance by
HR/recruitment/training
Education in schools around employment
Mini cadets
Apprenticeships
Leaderships (open and honest)
Incentives
Part of a curriculum
Senior Management helping to take the barriers down

Recruitment
Barriers/ challenges:
 Perception of roles – changing mind sets
 Hard to recruit to roles – some careers more attractive than others to different communities
 Perception
 Recruitment panels- unconscious bias training
 Police - similar to NEAS is terms of not been seen as valued profession - how do we
make it attractive, “press” stories, working from within affecting the change
 Could be from a background where formal applications are not common place
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Limitation of NHS jobs in terms of personalisation, selling NEAS and the north east
Positive discrimination – don’t want to be accommodated but look at how we help people to
get there
Understanding role – what are the barriers
Qualifications – degree or equivalent
Understanding the breadth of jobs available
Seen as a low class job – how do we promote it?
Perception of ambulance services as a career choice

What can NEAS do?
 Promoting organisation - breadth of roles to counter cultural perceptions
o opportunities/apprenticeship routes
 Take a longer-term view – positive action around protected characteristics
 Declare use of protected characteristic data will be used, e.g. invitations to positive action
events
 Positive action recruitment supporting processes – are we limited in our ability to innovate
because of requirement to use NHS jobs application/design?
 Additional support on application process etc. for people
 Work on understanding barriers – deal with the cause of the recruitment problems.
 “Bring a friend” or “buddy” at work
 Sit with individuals to create positive action on applications
 Mentoring service for unsuccessful candidates
 Box on application – ‘do you need support to complete this application process?’
 NEAS delivery ‘ethnic group’ application process issues including language barriers –
evidence this on website
 Avoid lowering the bar, it contributes to lower performance and disciplinary
 Cadet scheme – children of school age, target families of existing members of staff and
target some of the schools that weren’t traditionally looking at NEAS as an employer
 Careers conventions circa 14/16 years, day time session for kids and an evening session to
children and parents a month later. Broadening horizons of young people
 Recognising that trying to engage 4 different generations in the workplace for the first time
 Job fair at the universities to encourage connectivity and people to stay in the area
 Advertising the package and the cost of living in the North East, selling the package,
pay/reward/leave/pension
 Equity standards in the essential criteria expectation of staff
 Training in recruitment to ensure minimum unconscious bias
 Look at how inclusive an organisation is: Pay, Type of employer, Level of support
 Recognise that not looking for a single career more likely to look at shorter term
 Flexible working
 Website and images – are there BAME people in the imagery
 Celebrate diversity internally and externally
 Lift and shift from Cumbria
 Around GP shortage
 Speak to the community seeking ideas
 Based around a village in Cumbria
 Use governors
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Quality of life
Helping people to navigate the recruitment system
Live, work, play
Fuller package of education to support BAME employees
Prison service - engaging with prison staff
o bringing people into the environment
Virgin Money - lack of understanding about working in a bank
o different functions
o supporting work readiness, CV workshops
Educating the customers
Recruitment events – engage the community
External facing - community facing
o also bringing the people into the organisation
Working with schools and areas of deprivation- tap into the talent - work ready
o building a pipeline
Working/partnering with organisations who already have community relationship/pool
budgets and resources
See/promote what we do – how do we make us an inclusive organisation?
Develop strong strategy – who/where are we trying to attract
Colleagues as advocates and positive role models, promote what we do
Appropriate selection methods
Reinforcing different culture – avoid “normalising” people
Various ways of assessing competence – character and competent
Go back to the beginning – job design
Other languages for parents to support children in the career choice
Taster sessions
Support around interview process
Advertise jobs on BAME websites and at Mela events etc.
Schools and career events – speak at colleges
Speak about volunteering
Open table discussions like today with local communities about the barriers they come
across
Awareness sessions for BAME community staff
Cadets.

Supporting BAME employees in the workplace
Barriers / Challenges:
 Understanding career development wants and needs
 Giving – staff facility time – a little like union duties
 How can we look at “biological weathering” to help people understand how it feels
 Difficult in the middle management layer of getting people released –lieu time or get time
back - NTW do give staff time to attend but do struggle to get people to the sessions
 Had thought it was about venue so moved around the patch but still get people released
 Equality important in quality for both staff and patients
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Everyone has to ‘feel’ they have been listened to and acknowledged
Ensure people feel protected to speak.

What could NEAS do?
 Equality and equity – training needs analysis, ensuring training is equitable, identify barriers
 Specific support mechanisms available – talent spotting, training managers, FTSU, ensuring
all employees feel supported, transparency, BME forums
 Together NEAS to be chaired by a BME member of staff with support
 CEO needs to make a public statement
 The organisation must take hate crime seriously
 Communicate achievements, use BME staff to provide a forum
 Tangible outcomes for employer networks and inclusivity – involve everyone regardless of
background, avoid developing silos
 Share personal stories – helps others
 Use of social media/newsletters
 People can access on their own terms
 Help people through the awkward conversation
 Exec sponsor – to drive forward
 Role model – identify talented people from BME backgrounds and role model them
 Removed ‘labelling’
 BAME specific coaching and mentoring
 Sponsorship of community events – to show this matters to us
 Engagement survey every year
 External memberships – bring in information
 Monitoring – e.g. distribution of bonuses and then action
 Celebration – dates e.g. Martin Luther King/festivals/cultures
 Literature and guides around other cultures – reinforces message
 Faith facilities available/quiet room
 Create opportunity for networking – experiencing each other’s culture – Food e.g. bring your
own lunch
 Fund raising – bringing recipes and stories of where from
 Needs to come from managers and then it filters down both the BAME role plus the
manager
 NTW recognise that haven’t had enough communication with middle managers about the
whole equality agenda
 Board members to meet with BAME colleagues twice or three times a year. Reverse
mentoring
 Identification/employment of a BAME mentor
 Bring in allies too to the Together@NEAS group
 12 monthly meetings – 2 hours a month
 Governance around the staff networks
 Equality agenda – should it be as important as the quality agenda
 Do we need board for equality as well as quality
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Reasonable adjustments explained to all
Staff networks
Be proactive, approach staff with support, don’t wait to be asked
BAME champions form their own communities
Create work places where people are happy to stay so we build a place to develop them
Demographic profiles for people to look at to see if NE is for them
Be aware language line requirements affect service experience
‘Speak up guardians’/Equality Champions
Induction training programmes – e.g. all new staff- how to deal with/offer support in difficult
situations – ‘elegant challenge’
Ramadan - one day experiment, ask staff to join in
Social isolation experience
Starting conversations about impact on those practising.

Hate Incidents/Crimes
Barriers/challenges:
 2017 staff survey noticed an increase
 Probably under reported. Need to have a category of hate crime on systems broken down
into each protected characteristic
 Adults with Learning disabilities, Mental health issues and autism may display behaviours of
concern
 Lack of awareness of what hate crime is and what to do
 People with mental health issues – conflict resolution
 A feeling that they won’t be listened to
 History of not being listened to – a need to educate that things have changed
 Cumulative effect – may be several small incidents and not individually reported
 What level is hate crime? Ignorance or malicious?
 Zero tolerance: this is not explicit enough from NEAS. We expect compassion/respect etc.
but zero tolerance needs to be more explicit
 Low level abuse is continually happening
 Parliamentary bill making progress: more AACE and national support to push this through
 Consideration given to harsher penalties for race/hate crime.
 Mate crime
What could NEAS do?
 Hate incident campaigns
 Working with Police – how to report
 Roadshows
 Posters in public areas
 Lanyards – non choke
 Champions- properly trained
 Need infrastructure of referral and support
 Any hate incidents – broad definition
 Good partners council and police
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Staff/patient stories. Very powerful
Flag patients who are regularly abusive
Staff talking head
Make the reporting process easier
Zero tolerance – need to shine a light on incidents
Education is key – how to report
Schools – from primary onwards
Education to CCMs/TM/COM – legal definitions of Hate Crimes
Full publications/communications to go out regarding – staff experiences
Freedom to speak
Working with Gateshead Council/Northumbria police
Ulysses changes
Hate crime champions in post prior to hate crime week in October
Body worn camera trial is open to every volunteer – all who volunteered (with the assistance
of the CCMs) will be given a chance to operate over our three month trial – biggest barrier is
IG and GDPR. If we can get this off the ground, we potentially could receive Government
funding – this is not an isolated trial, it is open to ALL
Ensure reporting arrangements are accurate and explain the need to report
Wellbeing teams specifically for BME
Support directly all hate incidents/crime related to BAME
Champions to be recruited
Have system that can report these easily
Zero- tolerance: rewording ZT message, posters, every opportunity to get across, body
cams for all staff who was to participate in trial/pilot, not just CARU.
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Support is available to access this document in a range of other formats on
request including large print, Braille, Audio, and other languages.
Tel: 0191 430 2099
Email: publicrelations@neas.nhs.uk
Fax: 0191 430 2086
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